Of medical titles at home and dental titles abroad there was no lack, and so long as they were legitimately acquired and used the additional information and experience they represented must prove a gain to their possessor and to the credit of the profession of which he was a member. But the medallion had its obverse. The most coveted distinctions had been imitated. They had not now to complain so much of absolutely base metal as of the extent to which it was alloyed. Surely two out of so many (25) dental diplomas granted in America was too small a proportion to be found deserving a place on their dental register. Probably they ought now to congratulate themselves that the issue of really counterfeit diplomas was at an end. In that respect some improvement had been effected. It was over a dozen years since they had in Glasgow an agency for the sale of bogus diplomas?since he was favoured with a visit by the accredited agent of one of these so-called American colleges, having full authority to examine in absentia, and to grant any or as many titles as might be wanfed. This man's agency extended to granting a degree of doctor in divinity, medicine, dentistry, and some others, and the charge was moderate, considering the outlay usually entailed in the acquisition of such honours. So flagrant an abuse could not long survive. This "college" was suppressed, and it did not appear that such honours were now to be had on the like easy terms.
They had, however, something still to hope for at the hands of their Transatlantic brethren. They were still left to contend with the varying value of American dental diplomas, nor could they be content that the title conferred should acquire by contraction a fictitious value, that it should have one meaning in America and a different meaning here.
In conclusion, he said their Association had assumed a most comprehensive title, and it had yet to make good its claim to it. The name included as a legitimate field of the Association's operations the whole of an empire on which the sun never sets. Were they to understand the term British as employed in its limited or its widest sense ? His answer to that was that their sphere of action had been limited, and they might still increase within this limited sphere. But this could not be accomplished until they had taken possession of the wider area; and not till the Association was represented by branches wherever dentists were in numbers sufficient to combine for the purpose could they The efficient treatment of so great a question must no longer be left in the hands of a few, no matter how energetic they might be, and his object was to suggest some "plan of campaign" which, after due discussion and approval, would receive the weight and influence with which the corporate and united action of their Association could imbue it. Every one recognised the fact that the diseases with which the dental practitioner dealt did not directly contribute to the death-rate, and that they were neither 
